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Objectives of the Study 
The objective of ·this study is to determine the economic feasibility 
of on-farm drying of wheat with unheated air.1 Included in this objective 
is a consideration of the nature and importsnce of physical factors re-
lated to grain spoilage and recommendations for operating procedures to 
farmers equipped with ·:facilities to dry grain with unheated air. 
Grain Storage in Oklahoma in 1954 
ln 1954 one hundred thirty-six million bushels of permanBnt commer-
cial storage wer-e available in Oklahoma. ·rhis consisted of 61 million 
bushels in terminal elevators, 10 million in interior merchant mills, and 
65 million in country elevators. In addition, there were approximately 35 
million bushels of on-farm storage, 3 million of temporary storage, and 500 
thousand of government (Commodity Credit Corporat,ion) owned stor&ge. ·rotal 
grain storage capacity available on December 31, 1954, amounted to ap-
1Unheated air has been defined in this study as unhected, unmodi-
fied atmospheric air at the particular location .. 
1 
prorlmat.ely 174!- million bushels.1 
There is a trend to store less wheat on the farm in Oklahoma and 
to storr:3 more in countrJ and terminal elevators than in t~j past. 'l'his 
·\;rend is shown in Figure 1. ·rhe trend ,vas slowed down in 1942 and 1954 
r.rhen many farmers, bse8use of the large state-wide ea.rry-over supplies 
of whe.r:.t, had no dt.,n1a.tiva except to store on the f;;,rm.. The trend to-
WJ;;i!'d ·the use of elevator stor<age rather th~rr-fam storage hss been fast~r 
in Oklahoma than in the Northern Gre~t Plains wheat states. In Oklahoma,. 
temper&.ture, moisture, ~.nd humidity conditions av~rlfuge higher £nd aggra-
vate t.he problem of controlling.grain spoilage more than in the Northern 
Plains states. Risk of damage and shrinkage is high, partieularly in farm 
bins or gran&ries.2 
Approximately 30 million bushels of grain were actually stored on 
farms in Oklahomc in 1954.3 Most of this grain w~s stored in reasonably 
good condition because of the favorable harvesting conditions in 1954. 
Weather conditions in Oklahoma vary from year to ye.;,r. High rain-
fall and high humidity o.t'ten occur during the h2rvest se.sson. These con-
ditions affect the state of maturity and the moisture eont,.ant of the 
,· 
gr~in at harvest. The use of' combines has resulted in the storage of 
whe&t with a higher moisture content than desirable for safe storage. 
1Total storage capacity arrived at by storage data obtained from 
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricult,ural Marketing §eI"Vice, 
Office of Agricultural Statistician, 318 Federal Building, Cklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, and Oklahoma Agricultural St~bili:zation fand Conservation Office, 
Stillws.ter, Oklahoma. • 
2The use of combines has resulted in wheat going into storage with 
higher moisture levr:,ls than desired. '1:hom.as E. Hall, Adlmve L. Larson, 
1-Iowcrd S. W'nitney, and Charles li. Meyer, 'Wh~r,e and How Much Gash Gre,in 
Storage for Oklcihoma. Jfarmers (Farm Credit. Administra·tion, Bulletin No. 
56, Ma3, 19$0.) · 
United States Department of Agriculture, Stocks of Wheat and Feed 
Grains,{Oetober 1, 1954) Agricultural Marketing Service, 318 Federal 
Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.. 
2 
Figure l TREND IN v'IBEAT STORED ON FARM IN OKLA.HOMA 1931-1954 
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s:burce: Stocks of Wheat and Feed Grains Reports• 
United States Department of Agriculture. 
318 Federal Building. Oklahoma City. Oklahoma. 
(1'I 
Grain with high :moisture is discounted in the market bee.a.use of loss-
rlsks or because it must be dried before it can be safely stored. 'I'he 
amount of the discount varies directly with t.hs amount of excess moisture. 
A moisture discount schedul.e . used £or wheat in Afton, Okl~homa, in 1954 
is shown in Table 1. 
Potential Benefits of On-farm Grain lli-ying 
Oklahoma wheat is h~1rvested mechanically in a very short period 0£ 
time and must be sold or moved diractly into either elevator·' or fsi.rm stor-
age. If this wheat is sold or placed in elevator storage, the farmer is 
not directly responsible for many storage problems. Hm-vever, if the 
wheat is stored on the farm, the f'ermer assumes full responsibility for 
the storage problems. The: primary consideration"· in the use of farm stor-
age o.f grain is the marketing of the grain at a subsequent time when the 
additional returns from storage may be greater then the cost of t,he stor-
age. 
In stored grains, chemical changes, some of which have a profound 
effect on nutritiv~ values, are continually taking place regardless of 
how they a.re stored. With very few exceptions these changes tend to be 
detrimental to the quality of the grain. Under the most fpvorable con-
ditions, grain stored for many years may undergo relativilly minor changes 
in composition and may st.ill be used as a source of nutritious and pala-
t.able food or animal feed. Very unfavorable storage conditions, on t,he 
other hand, can result in the complete spoilage of the grain for food or 
feed within a few days. 
Until recently farm grain drying has not been practiced very ex-
tensively. With electric power more widely available, and farm machinery 
A MOISTURE DISCOUNT SCHEDULE FOR WHEAT, 
AFTON, OKLAHOMA, 19541 
Per cent moisture2 
14.o 
14.1 to 14.25 
14.26 to 14.50 
J,.4.51 to J.4. 75 
i4. 76 to 15.0 
15.0l to 15.25 
15.26 to 15.50 
15.51 to 15.75 
15.76 to 16.o 
16.01 to 16.25 
16.26 to 16..50 
16.51 to 16.75 
16.76 to 17.0 
17.01 to 17.25 
17.26 t.o 17.50 
17 .51 to 17. 75 
17.76 to 18.o 


















1Taken from discount schedule ca.rd 1954, Afton Cooperative Associa-
tion, Afton, Oklahoma. 
2wet basis. 




of more kinds being used., on-farm grain drying is coming into some use. 
Some Oklahoma farmers have become intt1rested in grain drying irlt.h unheated 
air. In 1954 sixteen farms in Oklahonm wece :equipped to dry erain w'"lth 
unh~ated a.ir; only one farmer was equipped to dry grain with heated air.1 
Limited research informi,tion is available on drying grain mechanically 
under Oklahoma conditions.. :Most research inf orm.t1tion av.,d.labl~ on grain 
storage on the farm has been done in other states and under climatic cori-
ditions quite different from those existing in Oklahoma. 
In general, farmers with drying equipment named several potential 
benefits to be derived from drying grain on the farm. 
'l'he first of these is that loss in qucilit,y of the gr::tin is prevent-
ed or minimiz.ed. Two principal types of losses are due to harv,~sting 
gre1in too high in rnoist,ure content. 'I'he first and most familiar of these 
is recognized through such grain grading terms as tough, heat damage, total 
damage, and sample gre.d.e. These types of losses cost farmers fmd grain 
handlers many thousands of dollars etoJch yetr. 'l'he cir;ring process may im-
prove t,he grade of the grain. According to Federal Grain Standards, the 
percentage of moisture in wheat must, not exceed 14 per cent for the gra.de 
Number 1 to Number 5. IA special gr8sde of n'l'ough Vmeat" is designa.ted for 
v1heat which cont.ains more than 14 per cent but not more than 15.5 per 
cent of moisture. Wheat containing in excess of 15.5 per cent moisture is 
graded 11Sample Grade. n2 
1owned and operated by Robert lf. Buster, Guymon, Oklah.oma, who lives 
one.anq one-half' miles east of the city of Guymon, Oklahoma. 
Uni·ted States Department of Agriculture, Handbook of Official Grain 
Standa.rds of the United States (Production and Marketing Admi:nistration, 
Grain Branch, Revised 1951. ) 
Farmers equipped to dry their grain may be able to take ~dvanta.ge 
of seasonal price changes. Whi:w.t prices are usudly lowest at harvest. 
Prices usually rise as t.he marketing season progresses and prices usually 
re a.eh their highest level in late spring.. The farm price ch$.nge in Okla-
homa .from. hl'.1rve-st until a typically high month of the years 1940 to 1954 
is shown in Table 2. In the United States in 14 of t.he last 15 marketing 
years, the monthly average hard wio.t'!I' wheat ca.sh price was lowest of the 
year in June, July., or August. In 9 of the last 15 years, t-he price aver-
aged highest in March or later. In other years, except, in 1952 when the 
price averaged highest in November, the high occurred in December-Febru-
a:ry. Prices exceeded the price support loan at some tinw during the sea-
son in every year except 1952-53 and 1953-.54. Except tor 1946-!i.7 and 
1947-48, when demand for wheat ~,as exceptionally strong, prices averaged 
around the tteffectiven loan level for the season-tt1e announced rate less 
an allowance for stora.ge,. which was assumed by grow-ers beginning in 19.51.1 
Also grain drying on the. farm may permit the harvesting of more 
grain per day. Drying with unheated air may permit starting the combine 
a few hours ear~ier in the day end also permit its operation a few hours 
longer in the day than possible if it were necessary to wait before start-
ing the combine until the grain was dry in the field to a point considered 
sate for farm storage • 
.As a result o.f earlier harvesting this may increase the flexibility 
of the total farm operation .. Some farmers in Eastern. Oklahoma located on 
Arkansas River bott,om land double crop if' weat,ber conditions are favorable. 
In this area a. few days earlier harvest of whe.at might permit double crop-
1 oote/published currently in The Wheat Situa:t.ion {Agricultural Mar-
keting Service .. ) 
7 
Table 2. WHillT: FARM: PRICE CHANGE FRO.M HARVES'f UNTIL TYPICALLY 
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Source: Oklahoma Agriculture. Annutl Report of The Oklahoma' s·tste. 
Board of Agriculture and the Agricultural Marketing Service, 
United. States Ddpartment of· Agriculture, 1953, 195li-. 
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ping the same lend with soybeans or vegetable crops . 
Grain drying on the f &rm may permit harvesting grain earlier in 
. these son. Whe·t drying with unheated ir may indirectly affect the 
amount of wheat harvested by permitting farmers to operate their com-
bines a few days earlier in the s~t son than would be possible if it 
were necessary to depend entirely on weather conditions to dry the grain 
in the field before starting the combine . A few dGys gained by start-
ing the harvest earlier could result in saving a crop which might other-
wise ·be lost should a storm occur during the harvest . 
On-the-farm Drying with Unheated Air 
Meohanicdl ventilation with unheated air is potentially an in-
expensive method of drying grain under many conditions. 
Wheat is dried by this method in circular steel bins or general 
purpose structures by installing duct systems to insure proper dis-
tribu·tion of the air in the grain. . Illustr&tions of some of the com-
mon structures and syst~ms in use in Okl&homa are sho.m in Figures 2, 
3, and 4. 
Wheat is harvested in late May or early June when the atmospher-
ic conditions irr Oklahoma are usually f·vor·ble for drying grain with 
unhezted bir. Recommended minimum air-flow r ates for drying whe· t from 
various moisture l•vels are given in Appendix . C. ~c 
Unheated air drying of grain has certain merits . 'f'h~re is no 
expense for fuel other than for the operation of the motors; the ini-
tial equipment cost is low; little wupervision is required; and t he 
9 
fire hazard is small. 
Hm"lever, the process has some disadvanta.ges. 'l.'here is extreme 
dependence on W-9ather conditions; the rate of drying is slow and, as 
a reault, during the W!9eks which may elapse, the grain may be damaged 
by mold growth. 
10 
.Figure 2. Circulclr 
drying 
;,,nd duct, 
11::etc,l 01.:ns prepared for 
t, Encl ,~quipped l'fli.th fan 




Figure 3. General-purpose building equipped 
with air duct a.nd fan unit for 
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Figure 4. Circul&.:r metal bins equipp!i!d 





Sources of Data and Prooedure 
'.fhe data on drying wheat with unhec:.ted air were secured by personal 
intervhw, from all Oklahoma farmers who were knovm to have facilit,ies, for 
drying wheat by this method in 1954. In an attempt to locate these far-
1ners, lett,ers were sent to County Agricult,ural Agents throughout Oklaho-
ma requesting nemes of farmers using grain drying equipment.1 Replies · · 
were received from ;;,bout6o per cent of the County Agents. In those 
cmmties wh:are no replies W1're received from the County Agent, a similar 
letter was· sent to the County Office :Ma11,z1ger of the County Agricultural 
Stabilization Committee. Between these two agricultural agencies, re-
plies were received from all 77 counties in the state. 
:From the replies received it was determined th.,it 17 farms in the 
state l'll?-re t~quipp~d to dry grain on the farm. These farms were visi tad 
and detailed questions were asked the operators concerning the drying in-
stallation and its opi~r&t,ion. 
One f'arm using artificially h'3eted air for drying was discardc?d be-
cC'use it was the only inst,allation of its kind in operation in the state. 
Three farms did not complete their drying installations in time for the 
1954 harvest; therefore, they were not used in this studv. 2 
Location of t,he grain drying structures were well dist,ributed 
1 See Appendix A. 
2<!.·e~ t. ·- di B ,.,, _ r.ppen x • 
14 
throughout the state as shown in Figure 5 .. 
All the installations were made in 1954. Since the weather during 
the 1954 harvest. sea.son was very favorable, permitting the grain to be 
he,rv9sted in a reasonably dry condition, this study will need to be con-
tinued in order to be more representative of average Oklahoma climatic 
and stort,ge conditions. 
Engineering data w8re taken from the United Stat.es Dep~rtment of 
Agriculture and state Agricultural Experiment Station publications. 
Data on grain spoilage and h2ndling in storage were based on infor-
mation obtained from: (1) lecture notes and personal interviews with Dr. 
Max Milner, Department of Flour and feed Milling Industries, Kansas State 
College, Manhattan, Kansas; (2) a book r~cently published, Storatie of 
Cereal Grains and Their Products, American Association of Cereal Chemists, 
Monogram Series, Volume II; (3) correspondence and personal interview 
with Dr. Majel M. MacMasters, Chemist in Charge, Starch Granule Section, 
Stareh and Dextrose Division, Northern Regional Laboratory, United States 
~partment of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois; (4) tests by J. W. Sorenson 
Jr .. , G. L. Kline, and L. M. Recn,:il,.nger on drying and storing sorghum grain 
in farm storage bins in South Texas,_ the .A.grlcmltura.l and Mechanical Col-
lage of Texas, College Station, Texas? (.5) the experience of the author 
who operated a country grain elevator for eleven years and was Commodity 
Loan Supervisor for the Product.ion and Mark(:,ting Ad.winistration, United 
States Department of Agriculture in Oklahoma for three years. 
1J. W. Sorenson, Jr., G. L. Kline, and L. M. Redlinge:;, Drying and 
Storing Sor hum Grain in Farm Storage Bins in South Texas, the Agricultural 
15 
and Mechanical College of Texas, Progress Report 1 College Station, Texas, 
May, 1954.) 
Figure 5. LOCATION OF 17 SURVEY FA1"1MS EQUIPPED 
TO DRY GRAIN IW OKLAHOIVfA, 1954 
© 
00 
O 13 Drying Units Using 
Unheated Air 
0 3 Drying Uni ts not 
Operated in 1954 
© 1 Drying Unit Using 
Heated Air not Included 
in this Study 
0 
0 
/Source: Letter mailed to all County Agents and 
County Agricultural Stabilization Com-












T1:tn of the 77 counties in 0"1Alahoma were rep:r,;t!;sented by a't least. 
one farm in tl1e 13 survey farms studied. One--third of these .f'i!i!.rms are 
located iri the cet:itt>al and wes·.t,ern part of tl-t~ stS:ite and two-thirds are 
locatGid 1n the east.ern p£J .."t o.f tbe st.~te. 
'l'he range and average 01.' total acr,.,,s, tot.al tillt~ble a.ores, and 
whs<:1t a.ere.age for the 1.3 survey .farms are shown in Table J. 
Items Range Ave~'.?i[e _ 
·rotal acres ~40-7000 1552 
'rotal tillable ac:res 100-lJIJO '/62 
\lhee;,t acreage 0-750 284 
'l:he tillable acreage, whe,ct acraage, and capacity .of storage 
equipped for dryi.ng for the 13 survey £arms is shm\'!l in Table 4.. The 
,vheet, acreag~ allotments were in effect in 1954 a~1d all the su~vey fari:us 
seeded within their acrer,ge allotment. 
'!'wo faI'tl1s did not plant, whec?,t in 1954. 'l'heir deyiu.g units were 
used :primarily to dry griiins other than wvheat, such Bs, gr&in sor-61.nrn'J, 
17 
oats, barley, and other grains •. 
I 
Thirty-six per cent of the farmers reported they installed dry-
ing equipment '*to be sure wheat would keep11 while twenty-five per cent 
installed drying equipment specifically- "to get the government loan." 
Only fourteen per cent indicated nearlier harve·st. tt Other farmers indi-
eated that they dried the:i,r ',"!heat for. the following reasons: (1) to pro-
vide insurance aga:inst.·loss of moist grain, (2) to gain a. better bargain-
ing position at the eleva:t.or, {3) to avoid· "doek", (4) to benefit from 
higher qualit,y, or (5}to protect certified seed. Others bought· high 
moisture grain for livestock feed. 
None of the farmers had moisture testing equipment. ill indicated 
they took samples to the elevator for moisture testing. One farmer said 
he operated his dryer when the humidity was 50 per cent or below. Another 
watched the local television station for weather reports and operated his 
dryer when the humidity was 65 per cent or lower. The balance operated 
thefr dryers when the air was "dry". No clear explanation could be ob-
tained from them concerning what they considered "dry" air. Most oft.hem 
felt that lowering the temperature helped keep the grain in bet·cer condi-
tion. However, no special effort was being made to oper~te the dryer 
with temperature reduction as the principle objective. 
Ten of the farmers said the installation of their drying equip-
ment did not affect their farm cropping program. Two of' them indicated 
intentions to grow more gratn and soybeans. One farmer indicated he 
would plant winter crops for harvest in the spring rather then plant 
spring crops for harvest in the fall. Another indicated intentions to 
plant more late maturing wheat, varieties instead of all early maturing 
varieties. One farmer intends to grow more crimson clover, rye grass, 
18 
Table l.i. 




















































































vetch, and feseue. Two farmers stated they harvested ea.rlier than be-
fore they had grain dryers. The range indicated was from one to four-
teen days e~;rl.ier. None used his drying equipment for purposes other 
than drying grain. 
Direct Costs of Drying Wheat With Unheated Air 
Capital investment 
The original average investment in the dr;tng installations, in-
eluding all necessary equipment, was $857 wit,h a range of $345 to $1800. 
--
The investment in the drying equipment for the 13 survey.farms is shown 
in Table 5. All installations were made in 1954~ 
Fixed costs 
.As shown by ·rable 6, fixed costs per year averaged $245.52 on the 
13 farms. This represented 91.5 per cent of the-total costs. 
Depreciation in per cent of purchase price was figured on the 
basis of actual est,imates given by the farmers. All survey farmers used 
a depreciation rate of 20 per cent. Although each item. included in the 
drying insta.l_le:tion may hs.ve a different life expectancy, !armers gave 
only one rate for their entire installation. The 20 per cent deprecia-
tion rate reported 1·s the authorized amortization rate allowed under the 
1954 Int,ernal Revenue Code permitting accelerated "write-off" rates to 
encourage the expansion of grain storage facilit,ies. Undoubtedly some 
of the drying equipment, has a life expect¢1ncy of more thrm fi va years •. 
If s depreciation rate more nearly in line with the actual life eXpec-
t~mcy of the drying equipment were used, the farmer's actual annual costs 
might b~ lowered in proportion. to the add~d yea.rs of life of the equipment. 
20 
INITIAL INVESTMI~NT IN DRYING EQUIPMENT ON 
·rabl~ .5. 
I . 
SAM'PLE FARMS IJ\1 OKLAHOMA, 1954 
1'"'a:ns Motor Wiring Ducts 
{Dollars) (Dollars} {Dollars) (Dollars) 
c 
l 700 100 1000 
2 700 120 565 
3 714 114 774 
4 700 70 500 
5 700 100 500 
6 125 145 40 200 
7 175 10 160 
8 125 40 184 
9 108 70 200 
10 12s 150 120 300 
11 110 135 0 112 
12 3.50 100 195 
13 
.. 
385 35 B5 




















· Most farmers were not familiar with their insurance rates.. Sev-
eral carried no insurance.. Since very ·1it·tle information was received, 
the customary flat 0.4 per cent of. the initial cost of' th~ drying equiP-
ment was used for insurance for survey farms. The following rat9s in 
per cent of initial investment in the drying equipment were used in de-
termining fixed costs; inter~st, 5 per cent; taxes, 2 per cent; and main-
{; 
/ tenance, l per cent. Fixed a..11d variable cost data for the 13 survey farms 
are shown in Table 6. 
Of the 13 survey farms only four farmers filled their storage bins 
to capacity. Eight, utilized more ·t,han 50 per cent of the capaei ty, and. 
one used less than 50 per cent. 
Fixed costs p~r bushel for the bushels dried ranged fr~m 1.6 to 8.9 
cents per bushel. The average fixed cost was J.4 eents per bushel for 
the bushels dried. 
,· 
·rhe fixed .• cost per bushel of the total ca,paci ty- of 
t.he farms equipped for drying, . and the fixed cost per bushel. tor the 
. l 
bushels dried of the 13 survey .farms is shown in Table 7. 
If the total storage on the 13 £arms equipped for drying had been 
used to capacity and if tot.al fixeci costs had remained unchanged, the 
fixed cost ·per bushel would have ranged from: o.6 to 8.2 cents per bushel. 
'rl1e average would. he.ve been 2.3 c~nts per bushel .. 
Variable oosts 
Vari.able costs in the study include only the electrical energy to 
power the fan. Other varitble costs such as labor and :eepairs were of 
such minor importance in 1954 that no amount was included to cover these 
items. However, if farmers keep the records recommended on page 53 and 
1 ·rhese costs are }imi ted to direct drying costs only. 'rhey contain 
no allowance for bins or other storage facilities. 
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Table 6 FIXED Arm VARIABLE COST Dll.'.I'A OF 13 FAllllliS DRYil\JG WtlEAT WITH UNHEATJfD AIR !N OKLAIIOEiA 1954 
F'IXED COSTS VARIABUl COSTS 
ln:ltial Depreeia.t:i.on :tnsuren-ee Interest 'ftui:es Maintena:nce Tct~l Cost of Electr:i.ea.I 
No. eost 20ft: 0•4% 5% 2%· ,1% .. &Fuel Energy 'O°FJed 
1 1soo 560.00 1.20 so.oo ~;a.oo 1a.oo e11.20 2:h361 
2 . 1385 211.00 5.54 69.25 27.7J l.$ .. S5 421 •. 04 22.,50 
3 1so2 s20.40 s.41 ao.10 32.04 Ht,02 454 .. 97 40.001 
4 1210 2s4.oo s.oa ea.50 25.,40 1:a.10 sso.sa 1s.001 5 1300 2so.oo s.20 es.oo 2a.oo 13.00 sos.20 3s,so 
6 s10 102.00 2.04 25.so 10.20 s .• 10 144.84 so.oo 
7 345 69,.00 1.39 17.25 6.90 3.45 97.99 33.60 
a 349 69.so 1.40 11 ~45 t,-sa s.49 99,12 s,oo 
9 s1a 1s.ao 1,.51 1a~so 1.se s.1a 101.s5 1a"'oo 
10 sss lZi1.oo 2.1a 34.,75 1s.90 6.ss :un .:sa s4.oo 
11 S57 11.40 1.43 11 .. a5 1.,14 s.57 101.39 6.oo 
12 645 121.,-00 2.se s2;2s 12.so 15,45 1as.1a 9,.00 
13 505 101.00 2.02 25,25 10.10 5.05 143.42 11.00 
Total lli,141 2,.221.40 44.58 557.05 222.s2 111,41 3,l9l.'f6 295.96 
Average 867 171.34 3.,43 42.85 17.14 e.157 245.52 22.77 
1Electrie m(;rla,r attached separate a:nd total fuel oosts taken from mater readings. 
I\) 
w 
FIXED COS'11 F'OR CAPJ.\CI'I'Y USE OF S1'0RAG8 £!;QUIPPED FOR 
Table 7. DRYING1 AND PER BUSHELS .AC'i'UALLY DRI.ED 
IN OKLl1HOMA, 19.54 
fixed Cost 
of Drying; 
Per Bushel for 
Capacity Use of 
Bushels Stori1ge 
No. of Ca.paci ty Equipp1'd Bushels 
Farm l<"'or Drying Dried 
., 
l 17,600 16,ooc 
2 ·8,800 B,Boc 
3 13,200 11,10( 
4 · !i,400 4,1.,1.0( 
r' 10,600 10,60( ;;, 
6 7,200 7,20( 
7 2,000 1,2oc 
Q 
V 3,000 1,80( 
9 2,000 1,20{ 
10 34,000 12,00( 
11 4,000 3,20( 
12 15,000 11,00( 
13 18,000 4 r':,( , ::> 
Total Stora.ge 
Fixed ffiquipment 











197 .J8 o.6 
101.39 2.5 
183.18 1.2 
143.42 O .. B 
'I'otals 139,800 93050 3191.76 
Average Fixed Cost Per Bushel Dried 3. 4 cents. 




















Average F'ixed Cost per Bushel assuming complete utilization of storB.ge and 
drying capacity 1:md total costs as given, 2~ 3 cents 
Range, assuming complete utilization, 6.6 to 8.2 cents 
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generally observe t.he recommended op,s:rating procedures for grain drying, 
lapor and maintenance costs wlll be incurred. '£he coat of fuel fort.he 
ons gasoline motor reported and i'or eleetrici'ty for the othe:r firms were 
taken from fanner estimates. Variable costs per bushel of gr&in dried in 
1954 are shown in '?able 8. Variable easts averaged $22. 77 with a range of" 
$5.oo to $40.00. The varieble costs per bushel averaged .J2 cents with a 
range of .18 to 2 .. 8 cents per bushel. 
Total direct costs. 
Total costs discussed he~e are t.he · total .fixed and ve.riable outlays 
tor drying only and do not include shrink~ga cost. Table 9 shows that costs 
£or t.he, 13 drying unit.s ware .3. 7 cants per bushel based upon a t,otal volume 
dried o! 93,050 bushels. This J.7 cents per bushel would be subject to in-
dividu~l variations for almost any particular fann because of the different 
costs of' the input factors. Total costs per bushel :r~nged from 1. 7 cents to 
11.0 c,;3nt.s. Individual farm cost. data of 13· survey farms are shown in ·fable 10. 
Tot.al cost.s of drying grain for these lJ farms aver6gad $268 •. 29 with 
a range of '$104.12 to $540.56. Of this &100unt total fixed costs were $245.52 
rlth a rcnge of $91.99 to $511. 20, and total variable costs of i22.77 with 
a. r.:nge of $:,.00 to $40.00. Of the total, .fixed costs aver~ged 91.5 per 
cent and variable cos'ts averaged 8.5 per cent. we to favor.ti.bl.a weather 
conditions f·or drying grain in 19S4, these f:igures may be out of propor-
tion to operating costs for average or usual waether conditions. 
Variations in !Jr,Jing Costs by Location and S:l.µe of S"&Orage Capacity 
·;;···.::, . 
The average costs of drying wheat per bushel on 1ih1;:1 surve:y farms 



















'VARI.ABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL WHEA'f DRIED IN 
OKLAHOMA, 19541 
Bushels Total 
Dried Variable Costs 




10,600 $38 .. 50 
7,200 $30.00 
1,200 iJJ.60 
· 1,800 ,.5.oo 
1,200 $18.oo 
12,000 $34.00 
3,200 $ 6.oo 
11,000 . $ 9.00 
4,550 $11.00 
93,050 $295.96 
7,158 $ 22.77 
Range per bushel 



















































































































Table 10. rnnnm cos·r DAT.A FOR 13 FAf"i'.E!S DRYIWG 
.01 . .w,,:,.,..,;,,.,. AJ.H nr oxu ..... 4.nOJilA "1954 
Farm I~ttmb - -
;foitial investment\dollars) 1,.soo J. ,.385 1.soo l,,270 
Year installed 195,1, 1954 1954 l.954 
'i'ota1 Fixed Cost (dollars) 511.20 421.04 454.97 360.68 
'l'otal Variable Cost (doll0.:r~ 29.36 22.50 49;00 19.00 
Tot~l Cost (dollars) 540.56 443.54 4~;,4.97 379.,68 
Bushels Dried 16,000 a_.aoo 11.,.100 4~400 
Moisture cont0r.1t (Star't )7; oerrl;s 15 15 18 18 
Total Cost per Bushel 3.4 i;.o 4.5 a.e 
Farm rh:unber 8 9 .lO 11 
Inii;ial investme:nt{dollars) 349 378 61J5 357 
Year installed 1964 l:354 1954 1954 
Total l1'ixed Cost ( dcllo.r~ 99.12 107.315 197.38 101.ss 
1'ota.l Variable Cost (dollars) 5.00 18.00 34.00 6-.00 
Total Cost ( dollnrs ) 104.12 125.35 231.38 107.39 
Bushels Dried 1,800 1,200 12 ,0('\11 4)200 
I'.!loistura Oontent{Ste.r-1:; )% cents 15 13 l;.6.,; 13 






























Table 11. .Average Costs of Drying Vl'heat per Bushel on 13 Survey 







Bu r 1 S 1'9 s 
1200-l.i.,999.9 
5,000-9,999.9 
10,000- or more 
" 
Average 



















Group I d!'ied an a.veraga of 2725 bushels with H range in volume 
from 1,200 to 4,550 bushels. Average drying costs W"'3re 6.1 cents per 
bushal. Costs in this group were rather high due to fixed costs. 1:1®-
preciation and interest were the largest it,ems o:f' the fixed costs even 
though the investment in equipment was about $230.00 below the av,~rage 
i'o1~ all farms. 
Group II dried an average of 8,000 bushels with a range of 7,200 
to 8,800 bushels. Average drying costs were 3.9 cents pet' bushel. The 
fixed charge, as in Group I, was the largest item of cost. D3preciation 
and int~rest were also the largest fixed cost items. 
Dryltng an average of 12,140 bushels, Group III had a range of' 10,600 
t;o 16,000 bushels. Average drying costs of 3. 7 crmts per bushel were the 
lowest of the three groups. Even in this group with higher volume, the 
fixed cost per bushel dried was high. Depreciation and interest were 
again the largest costs in the fixed items. 
Rela.tionship of Drying Costs to Location 





























421 .. 04 
4,;h .. 97 
360 .. 68 
369 .. 20 
97.99 
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11.0 
10 .. 4 
3.h 
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in >Ea.steru Oklahoma and i;1!eS't~rn Oklahoma. Eight of the farms are located 
in lJ:aste.rn Okla.home. and. five .. ire loctted in Western Oklahoma. 
'l'otal per bushel cost, exclusive of shrink.uge costs, in E{C,stern 
Oklahoma w~re two times as gre,d:, .::cS were the costs in v1fest-"rn Oklahoma.. 
(Se'3 T&bh:?s 12 and 13.) 
The di.ffercZ1nce in cost per bushel appe6rs to be in the large capi-
t,al investm1,nt in drying equipw.!!nt. These investments are greater in 
Eastern Oklaho:ma. The difference in capital inv~stment b"'t,veen these 
two areas may be a reflection of the ,differences in farmers' exp'3ctations 
concerning the problems of on-f'arm storage. 
Weather conditions in 1954 \veril! f1worable, both in JI.:astern and 
Western Oklahoma, for greiin storage on the f'2.rm. Grentl"lr variation in 
per bushel cost may be anticipated between th3se two eri,as during se&sons 
more ne:. rly normal to Oklahoma climatic conditions. Based on thisassump-
tion the differ,ence in operating costs and/or' gri:,in conditioning costs 
b~tween th~se tv,ro areas is lik~ly to be much grecJ.ter th~n t,his study in-
di crtes. 
F'armers in Eastern Oklahoma all gave th~ following reasons for 
insta.lling their drying equipment: (1) to protect the quality of the 
grain, (2) lack of commercial storage space, and (3) to be eligible for 
the government price programs~ F;;,.rmers i11 Western Okla.homa. 1,vere also 
concerned a.bout the reasons listed above, but indicated crther !'"'aso:ns 
for installing their drying units. Some of these r'9asons were: {l) to 
avoid a ndock 11 at the elevator, (2) to avoid delay in unloading at the 
elevator, and (3) to purchase high moisture grain from other farmers for 
use as li vestod< f,3ed. 
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Shrinkage as an Indirect Cost of Drying 'Whea.t 
ShrinkG.ge cost pet> bushel depends on t,he amou..'1t of moistur~ re-
mov"'d, tha number of bushels dried, and the price of the wheat, and may 
amount to mor~ than th,:, di:il;,>!ct cost of drying •. 
The greater th,~ e,mount of moisture, the gre;,,ter is shrinkage cost 
and, therefore, total drying cost. The shrinkage cost will also vary 
with the price of tha whe1:1t. F'igur~ fi shows shrinkege costs, taking in-
to account the effect of price £,nd th,"' amount of moistur,~ to be removed. 
This Figure points up th~ influence of price on shrinkag,? cost. 
The moisture cont~mt oi' the wheat dried on the farms covered in 
this study averaged 15. 8 per cent at, the time the wheat was placed in 
storage. It was assumed that the wheat was dried until th~ moisture 
content was reduced to 12 .5 per cent, the maximum allowable for safe 
store.ge on the farm in Oklahoma. A few farmers dried their grain below 
the 12.5 level. 
Drying wheat from 15. 8 per cent moisture to 12. 5 per cent moisture 
brought about a decr,H,se in w,,dght of 4.3 per cent. 'fhis r,Jduction in 
weight was obtaine3d by the follm,ing formula :1 
B4.2 X 100 
100 - -------------- + .5 87.5 
The 84. 2 figure wfis the percentage of dry matter befor" drying and 
the 87. 5 figure wa.s the peree:rrt.age of dry matter after drying. The o. 5 
figure was the estimated percentage of invisible loss, such as dust and 
1Reduct.ion in weight ca.n also be obtained by an interpolation of 





.Figure 7. COST 01'" SHRINKAGE FOR WHEAT DRIED FROM VARIOUS MOISTURE 
CONTENT TO 12.5 PER CENT AT DIFFERENT MARKET PRICES 
Average Moisture of 
'Wheat Dried in 1954 
15.8 
fRICE OF WHEAT (BU.) 
OJ---~ltf!!::.:_..L~~~~J-~~~~L-~~-1.....L~~~~~~~~~:--~~~--::::-~~-;;;::--
12 12.5 13 14 15 15.8 16 17 18 19 20 
fER CENT MOISTURE CONTENT 
Cf! 
,i:,, 
foreign :material blovn1 out of tlEi whec,t by 'i;he lc,rg,~ volume of air cir-
culated. Solution of this ~quation gave 4.J per cent decrease in weight 
of the grain. 'rhis u. 3 per cent mul·tiplied by the price of Numb,sr 1 
Whea·t; ( $2. 25 X • OLJ.3) gave a shrinkage cost of 9. 7 cents per bush~}. as 
illustrated in Figure 7. 
No attempt w.,s mf:de in this study to compare shrinkag1' costs . in 
Eastern Oklahoma with shrinkage costs in West,rn Oklahoma. lit%Jt.her con-
ditions for storing grain on the form during 19Sh were unusually favorable 
in Eastern fas well as Western Oklahoma. O,~nerally, ho11·rever, rainfall and 
hU!l"idity conditions are higher in Eastern Oklahoma th&J1 in other parts of 
the state. Higher shrinkage costs may be expected in Easte1~n Oklahoma 
than in Wes·tern Oklahoma under t,hese conditions. 
Further research is needed in this area to determine more accurately 
eff<=Jcts of the differences of these climatic conditions on shrinkage costs. 
Economic Feasibility Under Present Opera.ting Conditions 
Total fixed and variable costs of 3. 7 cent,s per bushel plus 9. 7 
cents per bushel shrinkege cost f~qualled 13.4 cents a bushel. Overall 
discount of H cents p.sr bushel t,o the farmer for his wheat (as shovm in 
Te.ble 1 for 15. 8 per cent moisture content) at the elevator included 
shrinkage, cost of' drying if' dried., and a risk charge for handling the 
high moisture wheat. 
The difference of lJ.4 cents per busIY~l whm artificially dried 
on the farm with unh~,3ted air, as compsrsd with 8 cent,s per hushel dis-
count in price at the elevGtor, raises serious doubt about the practica-
bility of drying grain on the farm. ii summ«;ry of cost, tmd other infor--
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mation on the 13 survay farms appears in Table 14. However, it is diffi-
cult, to conclude that drying is or is not, profit.able on these survey farms. 
E:~ch f ~rmer hE,s his own costs of drying end his own direct and indirect 
returns from drying ·depending upon his operating conditions and al terna-
tive _storage opportunities. All the farmers surveyed said they intended 
t.o keep on drying grain. This indicates that each-farmer thought drying 
was a desirable act,ivity·on his farm. 
The majority of the £-armers surveyed indic.a.te<i that they installed 
on-the-ferm drying either to protect their grain or to be ~ligible for 
government price support loans. In addition, eomm~reial storage was crit-
.. 
icall;r short in Oklahoma in 1954. Some farmers sold their wheat at harvest 
beeause thay did not have on~farm stor-ge or di~ not wish to assume the 
a' 
storage risk. Government loan support prices 6~ wheat in 19.54 averaged 
$2.25 per bushel for Number l 'Wheat stored on the farm. The market price 
of wheat dropped as low as $1 .. 85 per bushel during harvest. Some of the 
farmers who used dryers no doubt would have been forced to sell at a 
lower price ha.d they not provided on-farm storc>ge. 
Earlier harvest, a.sit affects field losses, & more .flexible :emop-
ping program, higher quality of grain for storage, and insure.nee against 
risk of losing the entire orop in an extrem~ly wet season were advantages 
frequently· attributed to drying. It is difficult to place a monetary value 
on these items because the value aaries with each farm situation and 
year-to-year variations in weather eondi tions. 
In any harv~st aituation, some f'ield losses will occur. The amount 
of ·the loss will be affected by lT%ther oondi tions prior t-o harvest and 
at the time of harvesting~ It is difficult to arrive at a value which 
might be placed on fiel<d\Losses prevented by installation of dr""'Jing equip-
Table 14 
smllMARY OF SELEC'f ED ITEMS OF DRYING INSTALLATION 
AND OPERA'rION ON 13 SURVEY FARMS IN OKLAHO;~:!A, 1954 
Number of .farms 
Acres per farm 
Range 
Average 
Tillable Acres per £arm 
Range 
Average 






Per cent moisture per bushel 
Range 
Average 
Fixed cost per farm. 
.Range 
Average 
Variable cost per farm 
Range 
.Average 
Cost per bushel (cents) 
Range 
Average 
Av,srage shrinkage cost per bushel (cents) 
























Presumably, if harvesting at an earlier date and drying the grain 
would make possible the production of soybean or vegetable crops in rota-
tion, then the val:Ue 0£ owning drying equipment would be the net returns 
of spybeans or vegetables added to wheat, less the ·cost of drying the 
wheat. 
No at, tempt was made to place a monetary value on the value of dry-
ing equipment ss insurance against a complete loss in wet years, or any 
of the other numerous reasons not alref!dy discussed which were mentioned 
' ' !; 
on page 32 in answer to the quastion as).ced indivi-i:iual .farmers, "F"or what 
reason did you install drying" equipment on your .farm?11 
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CHAPrER IV 
PHYSICAL FACTORS IN SAF'E GRA.IN S'PORAGE 
The previous chapt9r was an attempt to evalm:ite the important econ-
omic consid-arations in the adoption and use of grain drying equipm,:mt 
es found on Oklahoma farms in 19,:;4. Costs, both fixed and variable, 
have been analyzed .md evaluated. It must be remsmbered, however, that 
these operotions and costs were associE,ted in large part with the most 
desirable weather conditions for drying grain ·.t;hat might be exp(ected in 
any given ye!lr in Oklahoma. Many of t.he operators interviewed were not 
av-.are of the conditions and limitations of drying their grain prior to 
their purchase of such equipment. Furthermore, the weather conditions 
in 1954 were so favorable that, operators W'3re not forced to give consid-
erction to what minimum physical conditions might be required for drying 
grain for safe storage. 'fhe size of farms studied suggests thrit they 
were probablylt?rge enough to assume the economio·risk of pioneering with 
grain drying equipment. For small farm;3rs the risk of impairment to 
their financial position from such pioneering would be rehtively gr,~at-
er. The coincidence of good weather and good drying conditions might 
misle.;,d the farmers who utilized such equipment in 1954 as well as neigh.;_ 
boring farmers who might hc,ve been impressed by the results of such dry-
ing operations under such fEvorable conditions. 
'this chapter is an attempt to chrify some of the physical phenomena 
\--/·, 
associr;.ted with drying grain under usual (not optimiiifu) weather conditions 
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in Oklahoma. The economia analysis in this study suggests that for 1954 
farmers would have benefited financially by stcring their grain in ele-
vators. However, it is reeognized that, many f'act.ors were not taken into 
consideration in this study. Among the factors omitted were: 
1. The fact that upon oeeasion f~rmers cannot find elev&tor stor-
age even for acceptable moisture level wheat. (14 %.) 
2. Wheat harvested at higher than the minimum aceeptable level 
must be reduced to the safe storage level by some means to be 
accepted at local elevators. 
3. This represents only the first year of operation on the part 
of the operators and it is possible tha'l:, th~y · did not make 
optimum use of their equipment .. 
4. Changes in price relationships could possibly change the 
relative profitability of storage on farms with drying 
equpiment and in elevators. 
In spite of the apparent disadvantages of on-farm drying as com-
pared with commercial storage,there ~a.y be many farmers who still feel 
that, it is in their best interest to have grain drying equipment on 
their individual !'arms. !'or such farmers, an understanding· of the physi-
cal requirements 1'0r d:!'ying grain should reduce the chance of loss. 
Condit,ions for Safe Storage 
There are five important factors to consider as conditions for safe 
grain st,orage. These are as .follows: 
l. Moisture c9ntent of the grain. 
2. ·remperature of the grain. 
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3. Cracked grains and foreign materials or trash. 
4. Insects. 
5. .Age of tht~ grain. 
Moisture 
In Oklahoma, low moisture cont,ent of the grain is one of the prin-
cipal factors in safe storage. It is usually impracticable to attain 
a level of moisture cont,ent sufficiently low to completel;y stop all kinds 
of deterioration, but it is widely recognized that. certain levels of 
moisture content are more or less "safe" for storage. The safe l,avels 
of moisture content vary according to the conditions and duration of 
storage, but there is fairly general agreement, based on past experiences, 
on inh&t levels are safe in particular circumstances. In Oklahoma, the 
folloirwing are generally considered rela:tiv,~ly safe levels of moisture con-
tent for the storage of several kinds of grains in farm-type bins for a 
period of one ye~r:1 

















For grains stored as seed stock, or for long-time storage, from 
thre9 to five years, the moisturvo level should b::J 2 per C':?nt lower. 
1 D. A. Col,,mmn and H. C. F'ellows, Hygroscopic Moisture in Cereal 
Grains, Csreal Chemistry 2:275-287 (1925) 
Moisture levels not in excess of those mentioned above are desired. 
Further, no portion of the grain in bulk, from the storage stage through 
the marketing channels, should contain a moisture content higher than 
the level cited. 
Av"rage moisture content sometimes does not give a true picture of 
moisture distribution in bulk stored grain. In a bin with an average 
moisture content of 13 per cent, it he.s been found that some of the grain 
may t,1st as high .:ts 18 per cent.. Also there is considerable shifting of 
the moisture, especially if different portions of ·the bulk. are at different 
tempere.tures or if the grain has gone into storage at fairly high tempera-
tures. Broadly speaking, the storage life of a bulk of grain is determin-
ed by its dampest part. 1 
Wheat can be stored in some of the Northern Plains St;;;tes with a 
moisture content a.bout 2 per cent higher than in Oklahoma hecruse the 
mean air temperature is about 10° E' lower during the summer. 
Chemical changes ar,'3 continually taking place in all grain regard-
less of how it is stored. A primary objt3Ctive in the storage of' grain, 
in addition to economic consid~rations, should be to control conditions, 
wherever practicable, so that the original quality of the grain is main-
tained or the deteriorative cfianges are held at a minimum. How grain 
is handled befor1' storage is :most important. If it has deterioratl!!d in 
qualit,y beoeuse it h&s been stored with too high moisture content, or 
if dew.aged by ,.,emther condit.ions,its prime condi·tion can never be restored. 
1c. F. Kelly, B. M. Stahl, s. C. Salmon, and R. H. Black, Wheat 
Storage in E,"{perimentcl. Fa.rm Type Bins, (United Stat,es Department of 
Agriculture, Circular No. 637, Washington, D. C., April, 1942.) 
The moisture content of grain is important beoc:RlcH;l it controls 
th~ relative humi.dity of the air surrotuiding the grain. Ver:y w,et grain 
provides excellent conditions ilor the growth ot molds, bacteria, or 
other micro-organisms. Usually ·the first evidtmce of spoilage, is visible 
t,erial fer·.mentati.011, but mold growth is 1nost, cormuon. }:,~old grmrth occurs 
kinds of mold will gro.l'f well 1°rhe:n the r~li<ltive humidity is as low as 
65 per oent.. W'Jh~at oonta:ining 12.5 per cent moistrure at room tmnp,,n:•ature 
(approximately 77°) is surrounded with air hE,ITing a relative humidity 01.' 
60 per cent.1 At this lo1;7r relative humidity 1,~vel, molds n1ay take mo11'ths 
01~ even ye,,..rs to develop. 
bulk to that in the coole:c surfece layer directly c1bove has been ob-
servHd in the fall. This condition occurs during the fall as the outer 
i 1' l 1 f' ' t 1' • • t' t f' I 1 , 2 -a1K top ..,yers coo , ast,~r tnan t:a grh!.:tn in ne cen ."H' o .:.i:J;e 0.1.n. ln 
0 
may be 20 }' higher than those uear the outside wall. This differ"mca 
in temperatm·e causes .;, .. circul&.ticn of ,,,ir within the bulk of grai1:1. Air 
next to t,he out.side wall cools and sr1ttles to the floor 
warm column of nr passes through t.he cool surface layer of gr.tin in the 
centsr of t,he bir1, som-a of its moisture is t.r,:msferrod to tbe gr.ain by 
that of the grein. l'his transfer may increase the moisi:.t.m~ corite:nt of 
1,il.merican 1tssociat,ion of Cereal Cheniist,s, Stm:·age of Cereal Grains 
and 1'heir Products, Uonogram Series, VoL II, p. 4o5$ 
2Ibid. pp. 326, J27. 
t.he grain by 4 to 6 per cent in the up~r 10 inch la.yer of grain. The 
deeper the bin and the higher t,he moisture content of the grain, tb-e 
gre(;ter the surface B10ist.ure accumulation will be. 
:i 
«Sick" wh-eat.. is a vexing problem to the grain trade. The studies 
which have been reported indicate that 11siek" wheat. may be the end result 
of any one of seversl different processes, or combinations of them. If 
the s~ed is storsd moist., or it it becomes moist in storage, fungi {and 
sometimes bacteria) invade and kill the embryo., and soon after death. it 
t.urns brown. The embryos ot seed stored under atmospheres o:f carbon di-
oxide or nitrogen a.t moisture contents of 18-20 per cent die and tum 
brown int.he apparent absence of active growth of microorganisma. The 
germs of seed stored dry for years gradually die and turn brown. 'rhe 
nature of this pi.gnientation remains to be det.ermined. At t.h~ present, 
however, the available evidence indicates th8't fungi are major cause of 
of the "sick" wheet condi tion.1 
The moisture cont.eat of grain is also an import.mt factor in the 
activity of insects. When the moisture content, is as low as 9 _per cent 
in wheat, most of the destructive insect.a become inactive. 
Perhaps the simplest step taken to control. the spoilage·of grain in 
storege is turning tlle grain or drying the grain with a forced draft. of 
unheli;.ted air. Tb.is may give good resw.t.s if ths grain is not v~u~y much 
above the moisture levels for usafe" storage (12.5 per cent moisture con-
tent for wheat) to st.art vd.th, and if the relative humidity of the air i.s 
int.he sate area or not in exoesa of 6o per cent.. 
Chemicals 'to inhibit mold growth or chemical d·rying agents have 
1Ioid., p. 212. 
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been investigated to some extent. These show some promise over a short 
storage period.· 
Temperature 
Temperature is another L·,portant .factor in the storage of grain •. 
When grains in storage are cool~ there is l"ss likelihood of spoilage •. 
Low t;emper.ature offsets the effects of high moisture ·with respect to the 
hc-zards of mold growth and insect development. Hence, gra.ins in cooler 
climates reay be stored safely at moisture levels 1 or 2 percentage points 
higher than in warmer clime>tes.- A notieeable rise in temperature may 
be the result of heatirgancf·evidenee of grain. spoila.ge •. Molds can heat 
0 " grain to a temperature of at least 122 to 132 F •. Temperatures as high 
0 
as 142 :r have been reported to be c.itused by: mold growth.: Bacteria can 
gr<Y.v at tGmp8ratures that. ar~ t.oo high for molds, and lwve been reported 
0 Cl 
to heat st.ored grain to a t11mperature as high as 155 to 159 F. Temperc1.-
c, 0 
tures of 55 to 60 F seem to be the breaking point for all thr~e of the 
life processes in the storage of grain, m:mely, (1) r(::!Spira.tion of the , 
grain, (2) respiration of molds, bacteria, and. fungi, a.nd (3) insects. 
Moreover, the recent and repid adoption of methods of cooling stored 
grain by mechanic.l ventilation makes it possible to extend appreciably 
the safe storage period of' high moisture grains.. Safe oparating conditions 
f o:r cooling wheat (12 per cent, mcisture) are shown on Figure 70. 
Cracked Grein and lt'oreign iJateria.l 








Figure 7. SAFE OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR COOLING 
Air WHEAT (12% MOISTURE) 
Temperature 
60% R. H. 
- ~___, - - ___,, ~ ~ - __,, --
, ---
Source: Personal cor~espondence, Leo 
E. Holm.an, A~ioultural Engineer, 
Transportati~n and Facilities 
Branch, Agripultura1 Marketing 
Service, Unilted States l)epartment 
of Agricul tu~e fl lt,ebruary 7 fl 1955. 
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considered to b~ impor'l1.aut :factors in grsin storage. They provide favorable 
conditions for the dev~lopment of the "non-boring" type of stored grain 
inseeta known as bt .. an o:r fungus br,et.les. Thes~ insects do not d-evelop 
t'9adily in clean grain but feed prim~rily on grsin dust, brobm kernels, 
and molds. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to f'ui:r0-gate grain which 
ha,s a high 11ercente;;.ga of' cracked grain, broken kernels, and. foreign ma-
terials. 
Insects 
Insects may be an add~d ca.use of gr.s.in spoilage. Even a few in-
sects eoncent.rG\ted in a pooket in the grain can he0t th<i:t area. cc:nsider-
ably. 'l'he heat which they produce provides a suitable cliinate tor them 
and attracts other inS?JCts to Join them because or t,he moderate tempera-
ture. In ~;ddition to ca.using the grain to spoil, some stored grain in-
sects f'9ed upon t,he grain kernels causing loss in weight o.f the grain 
as well as d~.mage to t,he grain. Whe.n th,~ respir;.,t,ion of' the growing 
insect. colony increases the temperature so much that the~y become uncom'!"'" 
forte.ble, they move outJ to the edge, forming an ever-increasing circub,r 
lone of he<.lting. 
A.ge of: Gr;;;;i11 
rhe age of the grain is ;;... factor in sa.fe storage :t:or long periods 
of ·t;ime. f~se~I",C,h_ has been done with grains concerning the length of 
tir··1e tfiey may be st,ored ~.nd maintain germinability. Kanred wheat, stored 
in c::: dr;y unheated room at Fort Collins, Colore;do, germina.ted after a 
1 period of 22 years. In an anonymous publication in Colorado A & M 
2 Wews the following ge rminabili ties after storage for the indicated period 
in a dry, unheated; farm type storage at Fort Collins, Colorado, is re-
ported; Marquis, Kanred, Kubanka wheat avarage 10.LJ. per cent after 27 
years; barley varieties, avera.ge over 25 per cent aft.er 28 y3ars; corn, 
16 per cent. after 26 years; Rosen rye, 5.6 per cent after 15 yea.rs; and 
Black Amber Sorghum, 92.8 per cent after 2Jyears. It is stated in the 
abstract t,hat most set~ds show a sharp decline in germinability after the 
3 tenth ye&r of storgge. 
Recommended Operating.Proceduresh 
Tests have been conducted at the United States Department of Agri-
culture Station, Beeville, 'l'exas, since 1949 to dErtermine the pra.ctica-
bility of drying and storing sorghum grains on the farm in south ·rexas. 
The following recommend&tions are based on these tests as they apply to 
the use o.f' unhe<:..ted air for drying wheat, and its storage on the farm. 
Since the conditions for grain sorghums drying is simil&r to conditions 
found in drying wheat, practical procedures can be obtained from th~se 
tests. Climatic conditions are Sclso similar in rmmy respects. These re-
comrwanda tions mtJ,y be followed as a guide and mcy be changed as additional 
1c. C. Fifield and D. W. Robe;tson, "Milling, Baking, and Chemical 
Properties of Marquis and Kanr3d 1J'heat Grmvn in Colorado and Stored lh 
to 22 Yeers." .P,gronomy Journel of the American Society of Agronomy, Vol. 
37, No 3, pp. 233-239,. (1945). . 
2seed Grains are Tested for Longevity .. Colorado A~ M News, Vol. 6, 
No. 7, Vol. 5, (1951). 
fiBiological Abstracts, Vol. 26, 11470, . (1952 ). 
J. W. Sorenson, Jr., G. L. Kline, and 1. M. Redlinger, Drying and 
Storing Sorghum Gra,in in F'a,rm Storc.ge Bins in South Texa.s, Progress Re-
port 1685, Agricultural and Mechanical College of' 'l'exas Experiment Station, 
College Station, '!exas (May, 1954). 
results are obtained bn drying whel:'<t with unheatcc,d air in Okla.home. 
Before Drying 
Do not attempt to dry wheat that contains excessive amounts of 
foreign material or "trash". '£his material accumulet,~s in pockets, a~mses 
air to channel, prevents free air circulat,ion, and results in musty and 
hent-d!:!maged grain. Proper a.djustment of combines at the ·t.ime of harvest 
1vill reduce the amount of foreign material or "trashn. 
Fill the drying bin to a depth of not mr,er 8 f'eet with gr,Ein con-
taining not more ·than 18 per cent moisture. As the bin is filled, dis-
tribute the grain evenly to prevent cracked grain and for(~ign mate1~ial 
from accumulating in spots. 
Select drying equipment that will provide a minimum air-flow rate 
of 2.0 cubic feet per minute per bushel (3.5 cfm per 100 pounds), with a 
recommended rate of 2.S cfm per bushel (4.5 ci'rn per 100 pounds). 
Informc,tion r•equired by fan manufacturers in selecting fans for dry-
ing include the total air volume a11d the static pressure requirements. 
Static pressures required to develop air-flow rates of 2.0 and 2.5 cfm 
per bushel are : 




















. J.Includes an estima.ted o.25 inch pressure drop in duct system •. 
During Drying 
Start the fan as soon as the air distribution sys-te:m is uniformly 
covered with grain. Push air through the grain continuously until the 
moisture content of the top foot of grain is reduced to about 15 p_r cent. 
Then reverse the position of the fan and pull air down through the grain 
until the moisture content is not more than 12! per cent in any part of 
the bin. During the drying period when air is pulled through the grain, 
operete the fan only when the relative humidity is · 75 per cent or less 
(usually during daylight on clear bright days) . 
Take s·mpl s of grain for moisture content at least twice a eek dur-
ing the drying operation. The bin should be probed at interv ls of not 
more than 6 feet over the surface of the grain and samples drawn from 
three levels as follows; bottom foot, center foot (halfway between bot-
tom rnd top) and top foot . The grain from each level should be thoroughly 
mixed and a moisture check made for each level. 
Check grain temperatures at least twice a week. This may be done by 
forcing 1/8 inch m,tal pipes at 6 to 8 foot intervals the full depth of the 
grain and lectving them in the grain throughout the storage period. Tem-
perature -checks for w.rm spots can be made as th pipes ar'"' pulled out of 
the grain. If the pipes are warm to the touch it may indicate he&ting. 
Low grain temperatures during drying do not always insure that the 
grain is in good condition during the drying period. Therefore, s&mples 
obtained for moisture content s hould be checked for mold growth. 
Uniform distribution of air throughout the bin is essential for a 
successful job of drying . Keep operation records on fan operation, grain 
temper~tures, and moisture content of ach bin. 
After Drying 
Once the grain is considered safe for storage, the temperature of 
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the. grain during storage is a good indication 0£ its condition. The 
temperature should be checked at lea.st once a week during warm we;,:ther 
and every two weeks during the winter. Observations also should be ma.de 
for inseet aetivity., especially in high temperature areas. Full depth 
probe samples should be taken monthly in al:t parts of the bin to deter-
mine insect population. 
When grain is artificially dried with heated air, or when field 
dried and loaded into. the bin direct .from the field, pull air through 
the grain as soon as possible a.ft.er the bin' is filled to eool the ;rain 
to as near average attpospb.erio temperature as possible .. Further aera-
tion during the summer usually is not necessary unless needed to elimi-
nate uhot spots" that may develop. Operate the fan during these periods 
only when the ~lative humidity· is below 80 per cent.. When cool weather 
starts, aerate each bin as often as necess&ry to cool the grain to as 
ne&r average atmospheric temperature as possible .. Du.ring cool weatheJ', 
start the fan when the outside t~mperature is 10° F' or more below the 
average grain tempera.ture, and the outside relative humidity is 80 per 
cent or less. Continue .aeration until the average grain temperature and 
the outside air temperai;ure are e.bout · the same. One thermometer should 
be placed between the .fan and the bin and a.nother on the outside to de-
termine when the air leaving the grain and the outside air are a.pproach-
_ing the same temperature.. Operate the fan to pull air through the gr6lin 
during periods of aeration. The fan should not be oper.:ited during rain 
or fog. 
Check the moisture content and condition of the grain at least 
once a month during the storage period. Separate. checks should be made 
at the bottom, center and top foot of the grain. 
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Records 
Previous mention has b9en made about the importance of maintaining 
records of the gr'1in drying operation. Figure 8 is suggested as a form 
suitable for keeping such records . One of the survey farms, operated by 
Mr. Spencer Littlefield, Spiro, Oklahoma, maint ined such a rvcord of 
his grain drying operations in 1954. Mr . Littlefield stated that keep-
ing a record as provided by this form w&s helpful to the proper opera-
tion of his gr~in dryer. Since this was a single r-cord, no long time 
answ~rs could be provided by one year's operation. However, Mr . Little-
field stated, "Everyone operating an on-farm dryer should keep such a 
record. It helps me to know what ' s happening to my grain." As addi-
tional number of farms provide records of their operations, more detail-
ed and accurate information will be available on grain drying in Okla-
homa as r,presented by av rage storage and w_ather conditions . 
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Figure 9 STUDIES ON FARM GRAIN STORAGE 
County Name of Farmer Address 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Bins and Equipment 
-----------B~I~N~.~N~O~.~~~~~~--(=u~s-e--se_p_a_r_a_t~e--r_e_c_o_r_d~s~h-e-e-t__,f_o_r __ e_a_c~h--b~in_,.)~~~--~~~--
Beginning of Study: Date 
(1) Date bin loaded ------ (2) Kind of grain (3) wt. of grain 
(4) Depth of grain in bin (5) Per cent of moisture --------
End of Study: Date 
(1) Wt. of grai-n--------.(-2""")"""'-Per cent of moisture ( 3 )Total hrs. fan operation 
Record Information 
Fan Operation 
29ra1n 7emp~rature ~Per ce~t m?isture 
Level in bin 2Level in bin 
DateTime o:r: ·rime orJ Hrs a b C a b C 
1Readings at beginning of day before fans are started. 
2a-Naar bottom; b-Middle; c-Near top. 
3Local weather bureau 1 if available. 
-----
3outside 
Other Bins Rem.arks 
in Operatic: ~ (use back of 
Temp • Humidity sheet if needed) 
CJ'1 
c,;i 
Sunuu.&ry and Conclusions 
The primary objective of this study was to determine the economic 
feasibility of on-the-farm drying of wheat with unhiea.ted air on Oklahoma 
farms. The secondary- objectiv-e was .to examine the physical conditions 
requisite to on-the-farm drying and to recommend operating prodedures, 
based on research tests •. 
Because commercial storage was c:ritically short in supply in 1954.; 
some farmers -elected to store their grain on the farm. Storing wheat on 
the farm in Oklahoma involves oons'iderable risk of spoilage. In some 
seasons rainfall, humidity, and temperature conditions during harvest 
create cl- problem of storing wheat containing a high percentage of mois-
ture. 
Artificial drying of wheat with unheated air is one possible solu-
tion to the P!oblem of moisture in the storage of wheat on the farm. 
Oklahoma tanners do not have cost data on drying grain with unheat-
ed air under Oklahoma conditions. Generally thgy have lim:i. ted knowledge 
of the reasons why grain spoils in storage. Practical opera.ting procedures 
for on-farm drying units are not gene.rally known by farmers. For the sue-
cessful operation of on-farm dryers using unheeted air, it is important 
for t,he farmer to be aware of the causes of grain spoilage, t,h.e practical 
operating procedures, and the economic feasibility of on-ferm drying oper-
ations • 
. In 1954, 17 farms located in Oklahoma were equipped to dry grain. 
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One f'c:mn used 1:Irtificially h3,ted ctir for drying and Yff,s discarded from 
the study beccmse in was. the only inst2.ll2tion of its kind in op!:'lration. 
The other 16 units wara designed for th1:i use of unhe¢iited air. 'fhree 
farms did not complete their drying installations in time for the 1954 
harve3t and, ther,3for,~, were not used in this study. 
Th3 1',:im.EJining 13 f;,:rms weri~ visited and det6iled information was 
obt1:,ined from the operators conc,srning the dr;y-ing installations and their 
operation. 'I'he farms 11rer,3 relatively large units. The a.verage total 
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acres per farm vms 1, 55.52 acres of which an average of 762 a.cres were und(1~ 
cultivation. The average 11dr.:?at a.cr:eage was 284 ecres. Allotments were 
compli,ed with on a.11 13 ferms. 
Principal r,-:i,.. sons given for insttilling grain drying enui,1m~nt w,3re: 
(1) to pr,avf,a,nt Sl1oihge of tbel grain, (2) tG be eligible fer gov,3rnrn~nt, 
Y,hec:t lckns, and (3) to permit earlier ht;rvest of' the grain in ordin· to 
pr ,vent field losses rc2nd make possible more flexible cropping programs. 
·rotal £:Varage stortge Clipocity of the 13 units equipped for drying 
Wc,s 11,200 bushels. The i:ive:cge im.tial irnrestment in the drying equip-
m:':'!nt, exclusive of grain bins, was $857. Total fixed costs EN3raged 
$2hS.52 per ;veer assuming the units would be fully depreciated in five 
ye2:rs. D"?precia.M.on wcs th~ 11:rgest fixed cost and amounted to 91. 5 per 
cent, of th, total costs. Variable costs averBgc:d $22. 77 p,u year. 
Fix•~d costs ,oer bush~l on the grDin dri·~d in 1954 averc.ged 3.4 cents. 
Under the above'! totE1l fixed cost conditions these costs could have b""en 
r,~duced to an avc!!rage of 2. 3 cents per bush,l if the available storage had 
be,~n used to capacity. Vari;:;.ble cos ts averaged • 32 c"nts per bushel. 
On 6 survey farms equip;.,.:ed for dr;ying and hc:ving storage capacities 
of 1,20.J to 4,999.9 bush"'ls, th~ clV',n~ag•::l fix~d and vari&ble costs for dry-
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ing amounted to 6 .1 cents per bushel compared with 3. 9 cents per bust el 
on 2 farms having storoge capacities of 5,000 to 9,999 . 9 bushels and 
3. 7 cents on 5 farms with storage capacity of 10, 000 bushels or more . 
Oper&ting costs of 4.6 cents per bushel dried on ferms operating 
drying units in Eastern Oklahoma w~re doubl~ those of 2. J cents on fbrms 
in Western Oklahoma despite favorable grain storage conditions in all 
sections of the state in 1954. 
Shrinkage, n indirect cost of drying wheat, av"rage 9. 7 cents per 
bushel on the 13 farms studied. The average moisture content on t hes~ 
f - rzns was lS . 8 per c~nt . All farms attempted to dry their grain to 12 .5 
per cent moisture content or below. The dif fer,,nce between 15. 8 per cent 
and 12 . 5 per cent moisture content w s used as conserv-tive basis for 
arriving at shrinkage costs . This indir ,ct cost r a.presented almos t 75 
per cent of the totLl cost of lJ . 4 cents per bushel . 
The difference between 13.4 cents pe r bushel when artificially 
dried on the farm with unheated air, s comp~red with 8 cents per bushel 
discount in price ·t the elevator for undried gr-in, raises serious doubt 
about the profitability of drying grain on the farm . However, in spite 
of these findings, it is difficult to conclude t hat drying is definitely 
not desirable on these survey farms . Considerations other- than those 
ev;:ilutted 5_n thb :;,tudy were recogmized by th" farmers op,.,rating these 
drying units . In some cases it is difficult to place monetary values on 
t hese items . These considerations, some of which have alr13ady been cited, 
were: (1) to rotect thP. quality of the grain, (2) to be eligible for gov-
ernnLnt µrice supµort loans, (J) t o i nsure against the shortage of com-
mercial storage, (4) to hold the grain for seasonal price rises, (5) to 
re duce field losses by earlier hc-.rvest,and (6) to permit a more flexible 
croppine program. 
.o comparison of shrinkage costs in Eastern Oklahoma. and Viestern Okla-
homa v1ere made in this study. However, because rainfall and humidity are 
usually higher in East1'rn than in West,ern Oklahoma, it may be assumed that 
these costs will normally be higher in Eastern Oklahoma. 
'fhere are five import&nt factors to consider &s conditions for safe 
gr<=;in stora.ge. Th,~se ar''l a.s .:follows: (l} moisture. content of the grain, 
(2) tempar&ture of the grain, (3) the presence of cracked grains and for-
eign materials or trash, (4) insects, and (5) age of the grain. 
Under Oklahoma climatic conditions, wheat containing moisture in ex-
cess of 12 .. S per cent is considered unsai'e for storage. Temperatures in 
Oklahoma, during harvest and for several months thereafter, ::,re usually 
high enough to be favoratble for mold growth. 'l'his mold growth is general-
ly the principal ca.use of grain spoila.ge. Crs.cked grain and foreign ma-
terial are also favortible for mold .growth and inseet dam&ge. 
Insects are an added cause of grain spoilage and the ege of the ic; 
grain becomes a factor in s1:1oilage if the storag'e extends over a long per-
iod of' -~ime. 
Research has been cited which provides the basis for recommemdations 
of' conditions desirable for the use of unheated air for' dr<Jing and storing 
wheat on th3 fa.rm. Basic operating procedures, befor,e, during, and after 
drying, should be followed to operate unheated air dryers successfully. 
Records vmuld be helpful to provide a progress report of the grain drying 
operation aud condition of the grc.1in in storage. A form suitable for ke"'p-
ing such records was developed in the course of this study. 
'l'his study should be cont,inued and expanded f'or t.he next several 
years. As they 09er2te their drying units, the experience of the survey 
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farms.rs, and other f.arme.rs who may install 011-farm drying equipment, will 
provide more accurate indications of the value of such equipment in meet-
ing the problem of grain stor;;ge in Oklahoma. Limit2t,ions on th.13 adequacy 
of this study were imposed by the f.act that operating data were available 
only for the year 1954, that unusually fa;vorable climatic conditions for 
storing grain o:n th('? :farm prevailed., and th.st, as y1~t, only a few farms 
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APPENDIX A 
,August 3, 1954 
o All County Agents 
]:).:tar Agent : 
Re: Grain Aeration or Drying Facilities 
There has b-en for the pasts veral yecrs increased int -rest in 
grain aeration or grain dr. · ng, both on the farm and in country elevators . 
These facilities have been installed in a number of counties in Oklahoma. 
In order that we may le£rn more about the operations and locations 
of the facilities in th~ state, please send us a report on the following 
questions. 
l . There are (or are not) grain --n-um ........ b_e_r __ 
aerating or drying facilities in ----,,---county 
2. These facilities are on the farm [] or at a 
country grain elevator 1::J • Check v one or both. 
It may be advisable to check these questions with the local ASC 
County Office w.nager since they ma.y have made loans on these facilities 
or on gr in stored in facilities having aerating or drying equipment. 










APP NDIX B 
CONI<'IDEN'T IAL I NFORJAT ION 
CONOMIG OF GRAIN AERATION AND GRAIN DRYii G 
1. Name uf f rmer 
Location of farm 
J. Total acres operat ~d Acres Tillable Tenure ------- ------- ---------
4. What grain storage capacit y do you have on the farm? 
Date Grain No. of Size Type of Bin 
Bldg. t ype Erected Stored Bins Bins Construction 
AERATION OR DRYER TYPE AND COST I NFORMATI ON 
Capacity 
Bushels 
1. Is your equlpm•nt used for aeration or dryi ng grain? --------













3. Make of aerator or dryer Model --------------~ -------
4. What .is the method you use to distribute the drying air? 
False perforated floor Duct system Horizontal Vertical ------ ------
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S. When did you install your a~rator or dryer? 19 How many of the 
years hav, you used the aer&tor or dry~r? yrs . Have you oper----
ated it e&ch year since it was installed? Yes No. ----
6. What was t,he cost of your aerator or dr er installed and ready for use? 
Cost if homemade 










$ _____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ ------
$ _____ _ 
7. Aerator or dryer depreci ted at % per year. I f broken down by ----










% Depreciation per year 
B. What do you estimate the life of your aerator or dryer to be? ~ years . 
9. Does aerator or dryer haves parate insurance coverage? __ yes . no. 
a. If yes, what is the cost per year? $ ---
b. If no, how did the installation of your aeretor or dryer affect your 
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other insurance r t tes? no effect. $ increase. decraase . 
c. If no, wh&t is your insurance r ete per 00? cents. ---
d. What is extent of insur&nce coverage $ fire, $ wind, 
and other? ----- -~-----
6u 
AuRATION AND DRYER OPE.RATION I NFOR TION 
1 . Do you operate your aerator or dryer to r educe temperature -----
dry grain or prevent moisture migration ? 
2. How many hours of fen oper tion is required to dry bushels 
fro % to % hours. 
J. What hours of the day or night do you prefer to operate aeration or 
drying equipment a . m. to ---- p. m. Why? ___ _, 
4. Do you consider humidity conditions in operation of aerator or dryer? 
Yes No If yes , at what hUtnidity levels do you consider 
it satisfactory to st rt fans? %. 
5. How are humidity conditions determined? Expl ain ----
6. Ix> you consider temperature conditions in operation of aer ation or 
drying equipment? Yes • No ----
I f yes , at what temperature levels do you consider satis factory to 
st&rt fans? degrees F. 
7. Is your temperature thermostatically controlled? __ _.yes . no. ---
If yes , at what temperature? 
8. Are ther ometers used to determine te perature? _____ yes . no . ---
9. What kind of fuel does your aer ator or dryer use? 
Is this satisfactory? ~ yes . no. If no, explain-----~-
10. What was the amount of el ectricity used to operate aerator or dryer 
last year? k. w. h. r ate per X. w. h. $ total cost . 
11. What are fuel costs to dat_ this year? From to 
________ ___,, k. w. h. @ ____ rate per k. w. h~ $. _____ _ 
date 
total cost. 
12. W/hat is hol'.'sepower of motor(s ) and what use was made of them? 
No. 0£ Mrs. Used 




lJ. v'Jhat are the dimensions of your bins? (sketch} 
Fl.oor Area (sq.ft.) 
Grain Number Size or Cross Section 
OPERfl:rnm COST INFORMAl'IOl\l 
Thickness of grain 





1. What was your cost for repairs during the last year? $ --------
Was this typical? ____ yes. ___ no. If no. explain _______ _ 
a. Does the above total cost include labor1 ___ yes. no. ---
lf no, how many hours of labor was spent in repair work? hrs. 
2. Please describe for the process through which you go in actual drier 
Other 
operation: Wheat Grain 
a. Man hours required per day to refuel dryer? 




c. Man hours of labor required to prepare dryer for first 
batch? 
d. Man hours of attention, supervision for first batch? 
e. Average man hours required per batch &.ft.er first batch? 
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f . Man hours per day(24 hr. period) requir~d on continuous 
dryer? 
g. Extra an hours required, if any, to handle grain fro 
field to storage through drier vs . direct? Per day 
GRAIN PRODUCTION AND QUANTITY DRIED 
1. 
Grain 






otal H.rvested % oisture Bushels 
Acres · .Production Sta.rt Stop Start Stop Dried 
--
2. What is your charge for custom drying grain? ----~~~~---~ 
3. Dispositi6n of grain. 19 . 
Amount Fed in- Amount Type Price % MoistureDiscount 






4. In 19_, you had 
per last five years? 
acres of wheat . Bow many acres was your average 
acres. Your 19_ yield was ___ bushels. 
What was your average yield over the last five years? __ bus . acre . 
5. In 19_, you sold bushels or __ % of your to~al_ .. whaat production. 
How many bushels did you sell on the average over the past five years? 
bus . 
6. In 19_, you purchased _bushels of wheat and did custom work on __ 
bushels . How many bushels did you purchase on the aver·ge over the 
last five years? bushels. How many bushels of custom work did 
you verage over t he l ast five years on wpeat? bushels . 
7. In 19_, you had_ acres of small grains other than wheat . How 
many acres was your verge over the last five years? cres . 
Your 19 yield was bushels . What was your average yield over 
t he l~st five years? bus . acre . ---
8. In 19_, you sold _ bushel s or _ _ % of your total small grain pro-
duction. Hovr many bushels did you sell on the average over the past 
five years? bushels . ---
9. In 19 __ , you purchased bush~ls of small grai ns and did custom 
work on bushels . How many bushels did you purchase on the average 
over the l ast five years? 
bushels . ---
bus . Ave . custom work, past S years 
10. What is the custom drying r ate at your local elevator? ------
FF CT OF DRYER ON FARM PROGRAM 
l . Did the installation of your dryer change the acres of any crops you 
raise? ___J1es. __ no . I f , yes, explain _______ __ ~----------
2. As compared to before you dried grain , do you harvest e~rlier, ---
l at er, or t he s ~me time? How much wheat small ---- ---
grains . 
3. How was your met hod of harvesting changed by t he installation of your 
drying equipment? -------~~~~~- --~~- - ~-~~~-----
4. Does your operation of grain drying compete with other farm work? 
yes . no. If yes, s pecify ar ea . ----
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5. Since the installation of your dryer, have you been able to cut down on 
your field losses? __ yes . no. 















b. Do you use livestock to glean your grain fields? __ yes . no. 
Vh~t per cent of field losses do you estimate that your animals re-
cover? %. -----
6. What other uses do you make of your grain drying equi ent, if any? 
SAMPLING METHODS ND MOISTURE CONl'ENT DSrERMINATION 
1 . How do you determine moisture content of grain at harvest? 
For storage -----------------------------
2. What is your method of sampling grain for moisture content etermination? 
At harvest 
While drying -----------------------------
a . Is there any difference in sampling methods between grain to be stor-
ed or marketed? ____ yes. no. If yes, explain --- ---------
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OTH!l:R QUESTIONS 
l . For what reasons did you decide to install your drier in 19_? 
2. Have these objectives or goals be~n r ~alized? --------~~-
J. If you had no drying equipment on the farm now, would you put any in? 
__ _,yes . 
choose? 
no. If y~s, what t yp~ of inst&llation would you ---
For what reasons? 
4. Do you know of any other r~rmers in this community who dry grain? 
Name Address Location 
Name Address Location 
Name Address Location 
Name Address Location 
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l!PPF.:NDIX C 
Fan Requirements for Dryins Wheat with Unheated Air from 


































Sta.tic Maximum anti ty 
Pressure2 that, can be c riod 
per fan horse-
power3 
Inches water Bushels 
age 
1.2 830 . 
2. 3 440 
.8 1880 
2. 5 600 
1.3 2300 
2. 0 1500 
1u1u.ted States Department of Agriculture, Laafle.t No. 332, Dryinrs .;,helled 
Corn and §mftJ l Grains with UPJieated Air, Table 1, Poee 5. 
2static pressure includes 0. 25 inch alloHance for loss from duct frict ion. 
3Air flow (efm) per horsepoi.ier based on 3, 000 cfm of air at 1 in. 
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